Data Management from Fiserv helps you organize and manage data from disintegrated sources into a single source of truth, enabling corporations worldwide to harness the power of data in business decision making, managing cost proactively and driving revenue growth.

**Do you face any of these challenges?**

- I am not confident of my management reports and decisions as the data is disintegrated and scattered across multiple sources
- Linking my customer across all the products
- I spend a huge amount of time and effort on manual data collection, cleansing and reporting, but even then reconciliations remain painful
- It takes forever to pull my operational reports
- My business intelligence tool never remains up to date and works like just another operational reporting tool
- Need actionable business intelligence reports, not a plain data dump
- Migrating data to the new environment/systems in the imminent merger and acquisition
- After buying a new product, preparing data for its successful implementation

**Convert these challenges into opportunities**

Data Management helps you transform data into critical business insights. With capabilities in leading extract-transform-load (ETL) tools and business intelligence solutions, passionate technologists at Fiserv can help you harness the real value of your data.

**Data Management offers:**

- End-to-end capability in providing data and business intelligence solutions—architecture, consulting, development and support
- Data migration from legacy systems, including encrypted data (PI data), complex data structure, large volume handling
- Data management services—data quality enrichment, data integration and consolidation, consulting on data quality and governance
- Data warehousing services—architecture and road map, tool evaluation, data quality assessment, data warehouse creation and maintenance
- ETL testing solutions—test data creation framework, reusable test scripts, document templates and experienced ETL testing professionals
- Reporting and data analysis services
- Competitive advantage through defined development methodology and reusable assets and framework
Fiserv is driving innovation at the speed of life to enhance the way people live and work today. Visit fiserv.com and fiserv.com/speed to learn more.

Fiserv has extensive expertise with many tools around data management including metadata, BI/OLAP, data integration/ETL, mining and databases/data sources.

- Team of 100+ experienced technologists working exclusively around data and business intelligence solutions
- Productized data integration services for Fiserv products. These offerings are:
  - Data management and load for Financial Crime Risk Management Platform from Fiserv
  - Migration services for AML Risk Manager for casinos from Fiserv
  - Data migration for Corillian® and Signature™ from Fiserv
  - Data integration for EnAct™ from Fiserv
  - Data consulting for Integrated Currency Manager™ from Fiserv
- Customized solutions for non-Fiserv products

Fiserv Differentiators
- Broad spectrum of services that span from management to insight generation
- Rich library of reusable assets to ensure quicker go to market and save cost
- Expertise in working with varied and voluminous data sources
- Compelling cost advantage through our global delivery model

Connect With Us
For more information about Data Management, call 800-872-7882, email getsolutions@fiserv.com or visit www.fiserv.com.